
INSPIRATION



Compact

The Compact folding sectional door offers a unique door
solution for both commercial and industrial buildings. The
compact footprint and numerous design options allow you
to incorporate this door in almost any project. 



Problem-solver
This folding sectional door does not
have overhead rails. This makes the
Compact door fit where others do not.
A compact, well-insulated door
solution for any complex design
situation.

Project: DHL - DC Schiphol
Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands



Seamless integration

Project: Car dealership
Sarsa, Terrassa, Spain

Ceiling integration for a clean finish. 
The door panels fold up above the door opening. The
folding package, including motor, can be integrated in
the ceiling, making the door almost invisible when
opened. 



Maximum use of space
Freely use the full space for cranes, storage or
installations. All space behind the door opening
can be used without limitations. 

Allow high vehicles to pass freely or use crane
tracks to load or unload at the door. Install
extractions systems, sprinklers, mezzanine floors
and lighting wherever you want. Design freedom
at its best.

Project: Attas GmbH -
Waiblingen, Germany



Its small footprint will make the door almost
invisible when opened. Let the the door
blend in with the design of the building by
matching colours and materials. 

Blending in

Project: McLaren
Technology Centre, United
Kingdom



Have the door installed externally in case you need all the
space inside. All moving parts are outside of the room, or
even outside of the building. This option is widely used in
spray booths and car wash stations.

External use

Project: Van Mossel car
worskhop Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Project: Private swimming
pool, The Netherlands



Due to its Compact size, clean finish and
slient operation, the door can also be
used for sectioning off spaces in
buildings. Use the door in either an
industrial, commercial or a public space
as an innovative partition wall.

Internal sections

Project:  RAW studios,
Berlin, Germany

Project:  Car dealership,
Melbourne, Australia

Project:   Museum depot Boijmans,
Roterdam, The Netherlands

Project:   Public transport maintenance
MIVB-STIB, Brussels, Belgium



Allow employees or clients to enter the building with
ease by adding a wicket door.  Save energy by keeping
the large door shut while entering the building. Let the
large number of wicket door options amaze you.

Project: Private garage
Kuwait

Easy access



When replacing existing doors, you want to
improve your building without
compromising on free space. Compact
doors can replace any type of door: sliding
doors, sectional doors and roller shutters.
You can even upgrade your whole facade
like this client did.

Renovations

Project: Bavel, Netherlands



Options, not limitations
In this booklet, we hope to have given you a good

impression of the versatility of the Compact door. At
Rolflex we aim to offer a solution-oriented door that

gives you options instead of limitations. Less complex,
more space and freedom in your design. 

 
 
 
 



Somewhere in the late '90s, our owner and founder Joost
Megens was confronted with a problem. There were not
enough mechanics to install the sectional doors that
Rolflex delivered at that time. Installation of these
sectional doors was time-consuming, hard work. He
decided to develop a door that would be easier to install.

Problem solved
This new door had a unique folding system, so the
mechanics did not have to install a frame for overhead
rails. A single mechanic could install this new door in a
couple of hours. Problem solved! 

Space-saving benefits
Very soon, Rolflex discovered that this door had more
benefits than just easy installation. The door had no
overhead rails, which made the new door fit where other
doors could not. The door was given the name "Compact
door". 

Innovation and expansion
From that moment on, the Compact door has
continuously been developed and improved. At the
same time, the door was getting noticed by architects
and builders around the world. A growing network of
resellers ensures good service for clients everywhere.

Our story unfolded



All Compact doors are custom-made for every client
Made to order

in the Rolflex Factory
Based in the Netherlands 

and available worldwide
Through our extensive network of resellers

Rolflex.com
For more info, the Compact door configurator, drawings/models and more



Rolflex Nederland BV
Nijverheidsweg 23

7081 AE Ulft
The Netherlands

 
+31 315 695 954

sales@rolflex.com
 

www.rolflex.com


